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1. INTR~DU~TI~N 
An associative ring R becomes a Jordan ring R + under x 0 y = xy + yx 
and a Lie ring R under [x, y] = xy - yx. In case R has an involution *, 
i.e., an antiautomorphism of period 1 or 2, then the set of symmetric 
elements S = {s E R 1 s* = S} is a Jordan subring of R + and the set of skew 
elements K= {kER 1 k*= -k} is a Lie subring of Rp. 
In the early 1950s Herstein initiated a study of the Jordan and Lie ideals 
of R, S, and K in case that R was a simple associative ring (either without 
or with an involution). In the ensuring years his work has been generalized 
in various directions, on the one hand, to the setting of prime and 
semiprime rings, and, on the other hand, to invariance conditions other 
than that given by ideals. Besides Herstein himself we mention Lanski as 
having been a major force in this program. Their influence is certainly felt 
in the present paper; we have taken the liberty of using various arguments 
(without making specific mention) from their papers, notably [6] and [S]. 
Other important contributions in this area have also been made by Baxter, 
Chacron, Erickson, Montgomery, Osborn, Streb, and others. 
Part of our motivation in writing this paper is to obtain the Lie ideal 
theory for semiprime rings with involution by a somewhat different 
approach from the self contained, elementary, very clever methods 
embodied in the original style of Herstein. 
Let us describe very briefly the spirit of our approach. For R a ring with 
involution * and 1 any *-ideal (i.e., an ideal invariant under *) [In K, K] 
is always a Lie ideal of K, which we shall call a standard Lie ideal of K. A 
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major object of the theory is, given a “nontrivial” Lie ideal U of K, to 
produce a nonzero standard Lie ideal [ZU n K, K] lying in U. In the matter 
of coming up with a suitable *-ideal I, we essentially use Herstein’s formal 
construction-this and related constructions are described in detail in Sec- 
tion 3. The main problem occurs, however, when one tries to show that 
under appropriate circumstances I, # 0. The condition I, = 0 is seen to 
imply that K satisfies a generalized polynomial identity (GPI). We then 
make full use of various results about prime GPI rings with involution and 
closely related primitive rings with nonero socle (which we list in Sect. 2) to 
reduce our problems to classical matrix rings over an algebraically closed 
field. Here simple calculations settle our problems-a brief description of 
these classical rings and their properties is given in Section 4. One of the 
results that we prove (or, more accurately, reestablish) is: 
THEOREM 6.1. Jf R is u semiprime associative ring with involution *, then 
K/Z, is a semiprime Lie ring, where Z, = {x E K 1 [x, K] = O}. 
A .further motivating factor in writing this paper is, with not too much 
extra effort, to strengthen Theorem 6.1 by showing that R= K/Z, is 
actually strongly semiprime, in a sense which we now proceed to make 
precise. So, for the moment, we pass to a much more general setting. 
Let A be a nonassociative ring with centroid f. The notation CJd A will 
mean that U is an ideal of A. We will always assume that ideals and other 
substructures of A are r-modules. We say A is semiprime if for Ua A, 
U2 = 0 implies U =O. U is a semiprime ideal of A if A/U is a semiprime 
ring. Analogously, A is prime if for U, Va A, UV = 0 implies U = 0 or 
V = 0, and U is a prime ideal of A if A/U is a prime ring. An account or 
prime and semiprime nonassociative rings may be found in [S] and [a]. If 
A is semiprime then f is a commutative ring with 1 with no nonzero 
nilpotent elements, and so A is a r-algebra. 
DEFINITION. A nonassociative ring A is strongly semiprime (SSP) if: 
(i) A is semiprime. 
(ii) For each n, given Ar> U, D U,r> ... D U, #O, there exists 
O# WaA such that WE U,,. 
We shall sometimes refer to U, as an n-subideal. Ideals are just l-sub- 
ideals, and we shall refer to 2-subideals simply as subideals. If V is a sub- 
ideal of A, i.e., Vu Uu A, we let V, denote the ideal of A generated by V, 
noting that V, s U. We now indicate some easy but useful consequences of 
the notion of strongly semiprime. 
Remark 1.1. If A is SSP and 0 # Ua A, then U (viewed as a ring) is 
SSP. 
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ProojY Suppose V2 = 0, where 0 # Va U. Since A is SSP there exists 
0 # Wa A with WE V. The contradiction W2 = 0 is reached and so U is a 
semiprime ring. Next consider the chain UC- U, D ‘. ’ D U, # 0. By enlarg- 
ing it to Ar>Uc-U,c- ..’ D U, we can find 0 # Wa A such that WC U,. 
But certainly Wu U,, and we conclude that U is SSP. 
An ideal U of a nonassociative ring A is said to be essential in A if, given 
any O# VaA, we have Un VfO. 
Remark 1.2. A nonassociative ring A is SSP if and only if 
(i) A is semiprime. 
(ii’) For each n, given Ar> U, D U,D ... D U, #O, there exists 
Wa A such that W is an essential ideal of the ring U,. 
Proof. Suppose A is SSP. By Zorn’s Lemma we may choose Wa A 
maximal with respect to the property that W c U,,. Suppose Wn V= 0 for 
some 0 # V-u U,. Since A is SSP there exists 0 # Pa A such that P G V. 
Then W + Pa A with W + P c U,, and so by the maximality of W we see 
that P G W. Therefore the contradiction P = P n W c V n W = 0 is reached. 
In a similar fashion we define a nonassociative ring A to be strongly 
prime (SP) if: 
(1) A is prime. 
(2) For all n, given AD U, D ..’ D U, #O, there exists 0 # Wa A 
such that WC U,. 
As before it is an easy exercise to show that any nonzero ideal of an SP 
ring is again an SP ring. 
Not every nonassociative semiprime ring is SSP-the free nonassociative 
algebra suffices to illustrate this. On the other hand, in the associative case, 
it is trivial exercise to show 
Remark. 1.3. Every associative semiprime ring is SSP. 
The Lie case, however, is considerably more complicated. The heart of 
our paper is Section 5, where GPI theory is used to study the Lie structure 
of *-prime rings. These results are crucial for the semiprime case, which is 
taken up in section 6 where our main result is established. 
THEOREM 6.1. If R is a semiprime ring with involution, then k= K/Z, is 
a strongly semiprime Lie ring. 
An immediate consequence is that [KG] = [K, K]/( [K, K] n Z,) is 
also SSP, and in general it is hoped that problems involving K and [K, K] 
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can now be dealt with in a more unified manner than has sometimes been 
the case in the past. 
In Section 7 some use of the preceding results are used in determining 
the prime radical of K (and of its subideals), where R is an arbitrary ring 
with involution. This in turn proves helpful in describing the prime radical 
of the Lie ring RG, where G is a finite group of certain kinds of Lie 
automorphisms of an arbitrary ring R. 
We state without proof the analogous result for the Jordan theory: if R is 
a 2-torsion free semiprime associative ring with involution then S is a 
strongly semiprime Jordan ring. In fact one shows that if U is an n-subideal 
of S then 4”-‘Z,( U) n SC U, where Z,(U) is the ideal of R generated by 
b”‘” ’ 1 UEU}. 
Throughout the remainder of this paper we assume that all rings and 
their substructures are 2-torsion free. We also mention here that we are not 
assuming that our rings have identity elements. However, we shall 
sometimes find it convenient to have a ring R embedded in a ring with 1 in 
just a formal sense; we shall employ the notation R’ for the ring obtained 
by adjoining 1 to R in the usual way. 
2. THE EXTENDED CENTROID, GPI THEORY, AND THE SOCLE 
It is our intention in this section to review briefly the GPI theory (along 
with the closely related notions of extended center and socle) for prime 
rings (with and without involution) which will serve as the underpinning 
for the Lie theory developed in Section 5. 
We begin by discussing rings without involution. An important link 
between prime rings with nonzero socle and simple Artinian rings is fur- 
nished by 
THEOREM 2.1 (Litoff). Let R he prime with socle H # 0, and let 
x,, x2,..., xCe H. Then there exists an idempotent e in H such that 
x1, x2 ,..., xk E eRe. 
Next let R be an arbitrary prime ring. The extended centroid C is a field 
containing the centroid @ of R and one may then embed R in its central 
closure RC. A prime rings is closed if it is already an algebra over its exten- 
ded centroid, e.g., RC is closed (over C). It is a fact that if R is a closed 
prime ring over a field E and F is any extension field of E, then ROE F is a 
closed prime ring over F (see [lo] and [ 111 for details). 
Now let R be prime with central closure A = RC and let T be an additive 
subgroup of A. We say that T satisfies a GPI over C if there exists a non- 
zero element f = .f( X, , .‘c 2 ,..., x,,)EA~(X>=A LI,.C(x,, .x2 ,...) which 
vanishes on T”. 
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THEOREM 2.2 (Martindale). Zf R is prime GPI over C, then A = RC has 
nonzero socle, and tf eA is a minimal right ideal of A, then (eAe : C) < 00. 
Of course, if R is closed prime PI we have the result that R is finite 
dimensional central simple over C. For semiprime rings we mention a 
result which is implicit in [ 123. 
THEOREM 2.3. [f Z is an essential ideal of a semiprime ring R and I itself 
is PZ, then R is PI. 
COROLLARY 2.4. If I is a nonzero ideal of a prime ring R and I is PI, 
then R is PI. 
We now turn our attention to rings with involution. Although we will 
not require the full force of the following result it is nonetheless appropriate 
to start by citing (see, e.g., [7, p. 171): 
THEOREM 2.5 (Kaplansky). Let R he a primitive ring with involution * 
and with nonzero socle. Then there exists a vector space V over a division 
ring A which is self-dual relative to a Hermitian or alternate form g such that 
(1) The elements of R have adjoints relative to g. 
(2) All finite ranked transformations of V having adjoints relative to g 
lie in R. 
(3) The * of R is the adjoint on R relative to g. 
It is to be remarked that the Hermitian case occurs if R contains a rank 
one symmetric idempotent and the alternate case occurs when R contains a 
rank one idempotent e such that ee* = e*e=O. We shall indicate a little 
later a short proof that these two cases are mutually exclusive. 
By using Theorem 2.5 it is not difficult to establish 
COROLLARY 2.6. Let R = M,,(F) h w ere F is an algebraically closed ,field 
and let * be an involution of the first kind (i.e., * is the identity on the center 
F). Then (by appropriately rechoosing the matrix units) * is either the trans- 
pose involution or the symplectic involution. 
Our next aim in this section is to develop the analogue of Litoffs 
theorem for rings with involution. Since we have not seen these results 
stated explicitly in the literature (although they are undoubtedly well 
known) we shall provide some details of the arguments used. In what 
follows R will denote a primitive ring with involution * and with nonzero 
socle H. It is to be noted that H is a completely reducible right (or left) R- 
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module and we shall feel free to appeal to the well-known theory of such 
modules. For instance any finitely generated submodule J of H can be writ- 
ten as a finite direct sum of minimal right ideals of R and the (unique) 
number of such summands of J is called dim J. 
THEOREM 2.7. If J is a finitely generated submodule of H (i.e., 
dim J< GO) then there exists a symmetric idempotent e in H such that 
JGeR. 
Proof(Outline). Pick e,, e, ,..., e,, ,f,, f: ,..., ,f;, ,f to be orthogonal 
rank 1 idempotents in J, with the ei’s symmetric, and with r + 2s maximal. 
We induct on (dim J) - (r + 2s). Set e = Ce,+ C(f;+ f:) and write J= 
eJ@ (1 - e) J. First, we note that (1 - e) J has no rank 1 symmetric idem- 
potents. Indeed if g is such a one we have eg = 0 and, applying *, ge = 0, 
thus contradicting the maximality of r + 2s. Now pick g to be a rank 1 
idempotent in (1 -e) J(l -e), and set a= gg*, p = gR. Borrowing an 
argument from [7, p. 181 we see first that if ap # 0 a contradiction will 
result. Indeed ap #O implies ap =p, whence at = a for some t up. One 
shows then that t* = t, whence p = tR, and ultimately tt* is a symmetric 
rank 1 idempotent in J, a situation we have already ruled out. Thus 
gg*p =0 and in particular gg*g=O, from which it follows that g*gg* = 0. 
Suppose gg* = 0. Then h = g- tg*g and h* = g* - tg*g are easily 
checked to be orthogonal rank 1 idempotents which are, furthermore, 
orthogonal to the e,‘s, andf;‘s, and f?‘s. Now set L = J+ g*R, noting that 
h, h*EL. From dimL=dimJ+l we then see that dimL-(r+2s+2)< 
dim J- (r + 2s) and so by our induction hypothesis there exists a symmetric 
idempotent q in H such that L c qR. In particular J c qR and we are done 
in this case. On the other hand, if gg* #O we obtain from 
0= g*gg*R = g*gR that g*g= 0. Now a repetition of the preceding 
argument, with h = g - $gg* and h* = g* - $gg*, again enables us to com- 
plete the proof. 
COROLLARY 2.8 (*-Litoff). If h,, I?,,..., b, E H, there exists a symmetric 
idempotent e in H such that b,, b, ,..., b, lie in eRe. 
Proof: Writing b, = s, + k,, s, E Sn H, kiE Kn H, we may without loss 
of generality assume that each hi is either symmetric or skew. By 
Theorem 2.7 the right ideal J generated by b,, b2,..., h,,, lies inside eR for 
some symmetric idempotent e in H. Since b, = eb, we may write hi= 
eb,e + eb,( 1 - e). Applying * we then see that +b, = feb,e + (1 -e) b,e 
from which it quickly follows that eh,( 1 -e) = 0, whence each b, E eRe. 
The actual result which we shall need later on in Section 5 is a slight 
generalization of Corollary 2.8. 
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COROLLARY 2.9. Zf b,, b, ,..., b, E H, and k is any positive 
integer < dim H, there exists a symmetric idempotent e in H such that 
b,, b,..., b, E eRe and rank e > k. 
ProoJ First, let e, denote the symmetric idempotent guaranteed by 
Corollary 2.8 and take any element c of sufficiently high rank in (1 - e,)R. 
Then reapply Corollary 2.8 to the elements b,, bz,..., b,, c to obtain the 
desired symmetric idempotent e. 
Finally, as a side note, we establish a claim made earlier in the section. 
COROLLARY 2.10. A symmetric idempotent e of rank 1 and an idem- 
potent f of rank 1 such that ff * = f *f = 0 cannot coexist in R. 
Proof By Corollary 2.8, e, L f * E A = gRg for some symmetric idem- 
potent g in H. The presence off and f * means that A acts on a finite 
dimensional vector space V’ such that * on A coincides with the adjoint 
mapping relative to an alternate form ( , ) on V. We may write 
V=Av,@kere, where v,e=vr and kere has basis v~,G’~,...,v,. Now 
(v,,v,)=O and, for i> 1, (u,,vi)=(v,e,ui)=(ul, v,e*)=(v,,v,e)=O, a 
contradiction to ( , ) being nondegenerate. 
We now let R be an arbitrary *-prime ring, i.e., a ring with * in which 
the product of nonzero *-ideals is never zero. A detailed discussion of the 
*-extended centroid of such rings is given in [3, Sect. 23, and we proceed 
to furnish here a brief outline of what we shall need later on. In a similar 
fashion to ordinary prime rings the extended centroid C of R may be 
defined (using the filter of nonzero *-ideals). An involution is then defined 
on C according to: for 2~ C A*u= (iu*)*, UE U, U a *-prime ideal such 
that AU G R. The set of symmetric elements of C under this involution is 
called the *-extended centroid of R and is denoted by C,. Hence, for 
AEC*, we have jtipL* =(Au)*, u E U, U as above. It is a fact that C, is a 
field and that (C : C,) = 1 or 2. If R is not prime, it is easy to see that 
C # C,. One may embed R in its *-central closure RC,. A *prime ring is 
*-closed if it is already an algebra over its *-extended centroid, e.g., RC, is 
a *-closed *-prime algebra (over C,). We shall make significant use of the 
following results on *-closed rings. 
THEOREM 2.11 [3, Theorem 5 and Theorem 81. Let R be a *-closed 
*-prime ring (over C,) and let F be any extension field of C,. Then: 
(a) Zf R is not prime, R contains a *-ideal of the form J@ J*, where J 
is a closed prime ring over C,. 
(b) R Oc* F is a *-closed “-prime ring over F, with the involution 
given (r @ cz)* = r* @ u. 
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We now take up again GPI theory, this time taking R to be a prime ring 
with involution and the additive subgroup T to be the skew elements K of 
R. The particular result we need is 
THEOREM 2.12 [ 11, Theorem 4.71. Let R be a closed prime ring with 
involution of the first kind over F and suppose the skew elements K sati$fy a 
GPI over F. Then R has a nonzero socle, and if eR is a minimal right ideal qf 
R, then (eRe : F) < co. 
Crucial use will also be made of the following results from PI theory. 
THEOREM 2.13 [ 11, Theorem 4.91. Let R be a prime ring with involution 
such that K is PI. Then R is PI. 
We make the obvious remark that Theorems 2.12 and 2.13 hold for S as 
well as for K (by noting that [S, S] z K). 
As a special case of Theorem 2.3 we have 
THEOREM 2.14. [f I is a nonzero *-ideal of a *-prime ring R and I is itself 
a PI ring, then R is PI. 
3. FORMAL CONSTRUCTIONS OF STANDARD LIE IDEALS 
Throughout this section R will denote an associative ring with involution 
*, with skew elements K and symmetric elements S. For the remainder of 
this paper we make the simplifying assumption that all rings admit the 
operator t, which has the important effect that R = SO K. With only the 
weaker assumption that R is 2-torsion free we can only be sure that 
2R E S + K. Under this weaker assumption we simply state without proof 
at this point that analogues of all our results still hold provided one mul- 
tiplies by an appropriate power of two. We leave these details for the 
interested reader to work out-no new arguments are required, only 
2r = s + k is to replace r = s + k. 
It is easy to see that the centroid @ of R (which is a commutative ring 
with 1 when, say, R is semiprime) has induced on it an involution (again 
designated by *). The subring of symmetric elements of @ is denoted by @* 
and we remark that @* is contained in the centroid r of K. All Lie ideals, 
subideals, etc., of K are assumed by definition to be r-spaces and hence in 
particular @,-spaces. 
The space A of skew elements of @ will at times play an important role. 
We immediately observe that A* c @.+. Of course it will frequently be the 
case that d = 0. The *-ideal AR will on occasion be useful and for future 
reference we make the following 
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DEFINITION. A @-subspace W of R is called a weak Lie ideal of R if 
(1) [W, W]EW(WisaLiesubringofRP). 
(2) [ W, AR] E W ( W is invariant re AR). 
We shall also wish to study an associative ring without involution and 
such a ring will generally be denoted by T. Of course we are free to take 
T= R. But our main point of view here is that T-, the additive group of T 
together with the Lie product [x, JI] = xy - yx, is isomorphic to the skew 
elements of the ring R = TO P under the map x -+ (x, -x). In this case 
the centroid @ of R contains the skew element 2 = E - E*, where E is the 
idempotent in @ defined by E(X, y) =x, and it is clear that A2 = 1 and 
accordingly AR = R and A2 = @*. Therefore weak Lie ideals of T@ F’ 
coincide with ordinary Lie ideals of T@ 70. 
We recall that if W is an additive subgroup of a ring T, then IV will 
denote the subring generated by W. We also will make use of the following 
notation for higher commutators: WC’) = [ W, W], WC’) = [W(l), W”‘], etc. 
We begin with an easy but useful general lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. If W is an additive subgroup of T, then [ p, T] = [ W, T]. 
Proof: For x, YE W and t E T we note that [xy, t] = [x, yt] + 
[y, tx] E [W, T]. An easy induction then completes the proof. 
We apply this result to our ring with involution R. 
LEMMA 3.2. If Ua K, then (a) On Ka K and (b) [un K, K] c U. 
Proof. (a) follows from the observation that for ur, Us,..., U,,E U, 
k~K[u,u,...u,,k]=~u,u,...[u~,k]...u,~~. Using Lemma3.1 one 
notes that [DnK,K]G[~,R]c[U,R]G[U,K]+[U,S]EU@S. 
Therefore [ i?n K, K] G U. 
We now focus our attention on the ring with involution R. Among 
various ways of producing an ideal inside Z? we select the following one. 
We define: L(K) = R’(K, K12R’. 
THEOREM 3.3. RzL(K). 
Proof Let a,bEK, .sES. Then (ab-ba)s=a(bs+sb)-(as+sa)b+ 
(sub - bus) E K. It follows that [K, K] R’ G R (using R = S + K). Similarly 
R’[K, K] G K and the result is immediate. 
We now define: for Ua K, I, = R’[ Uo U, U12R’. We call an ideal U of K 
exceptional if I, = 0. 
THEOREM 3.4. rf Ua K, then (a) I, c I!? and (b) [Zu n K, K] c U. 
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Proof Using the fact that [a~ b, x] = [a, x0 b] + [b, aox] we then 
note that [ Uo U, K] G Uo U and [ Uo U, S] E U. It follows that 
[Uo U, R] E 0. We then have [UC U, U]Rg [Uo U, UR] + U[Uo U, R] 
E C?. Similarly R’[ U 0 U, U] c_ 0 and the result follows. 
We next define: for V a subideal of K, J,= R’[ Vc2)o V”‘, Vc”]2R’. We 
call V exceptional if J, = 0. 
THEOREM 3.5. If’ V is a subideal of K, then (a) J, G V’ ” and 
(b) [J,,n K, K] E V. 
Proox By the Jacobi identity [Y”‘, K] 5 V, whence [J”“, P’(l), K] G 
Vo Y(” and [ V”‘o V(I), S] G V. Therefore [V”‘o Y”‘, R] E f? We then 
have [ V”‘o V”‘, V]R c [ V”‘q V”, VR] + V[ P”“D V”‘, R] c V. Replacing 
V”’ we 
-zY- 
V by see that [ V2’ cj Vc2’, V”‘] R’s If(‘). 
R’[V”‘o f,(2), j,'"] cvcl, 
Similarly 
and =J,,E V”‘. We then use Lemma 3.1 to 
conclude that [J,n K, K] c [V”‘, R] = [If(‘), R] c [If(‘), K] + [V”‘, S] 
c V@ S. It follows that [JLj n K, K] G V and we are done. 
Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 give us a general method for producing standard 
Lie ideals of K inside both Lie ideals of K and Lie subideals of K. Of course 
at this point nothing has been said about these standard Lie ideals being 
nonzero. There is also another way of producing standard Lie ideals, which 
will be useful when A (the skew elements of @) is nonzero. 
We define: for Ua K, M, = A’R’[U, U] R’. 
THEOREM 3.6. If Ua K, then M,. c 0 + Aa and [M, n K, K] s U. 
Proof Using ASS K and A2U 5 CD* U s U it is easy to verify that 
W= U-I- AU is a weak Lie ideal of R. Let p, q E W, x, y E AR. From 
[p,qx]=[p,q]x+q[p,x] one obtains [W, W]ARgw. But then 
XCP, qly= CCx, PI,CIIY+ CR Cx, ally+ C~,ql XYE CK WI AR. There- 
fore ARC W, W] ARc m, and in particular M,E m= U+ Au. Now we 
see, using Lemma 3.1, that [WnK, K] s [m, R] = [W, R] = 
[U+AU,S+K] c [U,K] + [AU,S] + SC [U,K] + [U,AS] + S 
G [U,K] + S G U-I-S, whence [M,nK,K]sU. 
We next define: for V a subideal of K, N, = A2R’Vc4’R’. 
THEOREM 3.7. If V is a subideal of K, then [N,n K, K] 5 V. 
ProoJ: From Vu Ua K and the Jacobi identity we see that 
[V”),K]c V. From this, and from ASEKand A’VG@,VC V, it follows 
easily that W= V + AV is a Lie ring and [WC’), AR] E W. Let p, q E w”’ 
and x E AR. From [p, qx] = [p, q] x + q[ p, x] one obtains W”‘AR G w. 
Next let p, q E Wt2’, and x,yeAR. Then xCp,qly=CCx,pl,qly+ 
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CA Cx, sllv+ CP, sl -ve @“AR. Therefore AR WC3’ AR G iii. Since 
w”)= V(l)+ AV”’ we may replace W by W(I) to obtain AR WC4) AR G 
w”’ and in partic&ar N, G W . 0 Now we see, using Lemma 3.1, that 
[~‘%K,K]G[W”‘,R] = [W(“,R] = [V”‘+AV”‘,S+K] c 
[V(l), K] + [V(l), AS] + S G [V(l), K] + S s V + S, whence 
[N,nK, K] c V. 
Slightly sharper forms of Theorems 3.6 and 3.7 may be obtained when 
applied to an arbitrary associative ring T. To this end we define: 
(3) For U a Lie ideal of T, Mb = T’[ U, U] T’ 
(4) For V a Lie subideal of T, Nv= T’VC4’T’. 
THEOREM 3.8. rf Va Ua T , then M;c 0, [ML,, T] c U, and 
[N;, T] c V. 
Proof We form the ring with involution R = T@ p and note that 
W= {(u, -u) ( u E U} is a Lie ideal of the skew elements 
K = {(t, -t) 1 t E T} of R. Furthermore, if E is the identity element of the 
centroid r of T, then fl= (E, -E) lies in A (the skew elements of the cen- 
troid @J of R) and we may write CD = r+ j3r. Since p’= 1 we see that 
AR = R. By applying Theorem 3.6 to W in the ring R we see that 
M,cw+Al?? Since A2R=R we see in particular that 
R’[W, W]R’G~+A~, from which it readily follows that 
r[ U, U] T’ G u by equating first components. Next, using Lemma 3.1, 
we have [ Y[ U, U] T, T] G [u, T] = [U, T] G U. Similarly, setting 
A’= ((u, - u) 1 u E V} we see by Theorem 3.7 that [R’XC4’R’ n K, K] c X; 
whence [N;, T] s V. 
Finally we will need later on a way of producing a Lie ideal of K inside a 
subideal of K when no nonzero standard Lie ideal of K is available. 
LEMMA 3.9. If Vu Ua K is such that Uo U c Z,, then ( Vo V) US V. 
ProoJ: The condition Uo UC Z, is equivalent to u2 E Z, for all u E U. 
Let vE Vand UEU. We set fi=uv+vu~Z* and note that 
2v2u = u2u + uu* = [v, [II, u]] + 2bv - 2v2u. 
Transposing one of the summands we then have 
4v2u = [u, [u, u] ] + 2@ E v, 
whence the conclusion of the lemma follows. 
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4. SOME IMPORTANT CLASSICAL EXAMPLES 
In this brief section we describe completely the Lie ideal structure in 
three specific classes of finite dimensional Lie algebras. It is on purpose that 
we choose to essentially omit any details of proof. Indeed, this is in keeping 
with one of the main themes of this paper, namely, the Lie structure of 
semiprime rings with involution is reduced via GPI theory to these three 
classical types of rings, where the reader can readily make the few requisite 
concrete matrix unit calculations on his own. 
Let M,(F) be the ring of n x n matrices over an algebraically closed field 
F. The Lie algebras we are interested in here are the following: 
CLASS A. The Lie ring K= T , where T= M,(F) (note that T is 
isomorphic to the skew elements of the *-simple ring R = TO p under the 
involution (x, y) + (y, x)). 
CLASS BD. The skew elements K of R = M,(F) under the transpose 
involution. 
CLASS C. The skew elements K of R = M,(F) under the symplectic 
involution (necessarily y1= 2m is even). 
By Corollary 2.6 we know that any involution of the first kind on M,(F), 
F algebraically closed, must be either the transpose or symplectic 
involution. We reiterate our assumption that Lie ideals and other substruc- 
tures are always F-spaces. The Lie ring of class BD (for n > 1) has an F- 
basis {E,i 1 i<j}, where Eij=e,,- e,;, e,, the usual matrix units. The Lie 
ring of class C consists of all matrices of the form 
where A, B, C are m x m matrices over F, with B and C symmetric. It is 
clear that if K is of class BD (n > 2) or C, then K= [K, K]. 
We proceed to describe the Lie ideals of K for these three classes. 
Remark 4.1. For class A, Fl and [ T, T] are the only proper Lie ideals. 
If char F does not divide it, then T = Fl @ [T, T] and [T, T] is simple. If 
char F does divide IZ, then Fl s [T, T] and [T, T]/Fl is simple. 
Remark 4.2. For class BD, K is simple unless n = 1 (whence K = 0) or 
n = 4, where there are precisely two proper ideals K, and K,, with 
K = K, 0 K,. K, and K, are both 3-dimensional simple Lie algebras with 
respective bases {E,, + E,,, E,, + E,,, E,, + E,,} and {E,, - E,,, 
Em--Ea, E,~-&J). 
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Remark 4.3. For class C, K is always simple. 
From these three remarks we may make the following useful observation. 
Remark 4.4. Any subideal of K is already an ideal of K. 
For U a Lie ideal of K we define: U = 0 if and only if [U, K] = 0. 
Remark 4.5. Let U, V be Lie ideals of K. 
(a) U=O if and only if U=O, U=Fl (classA), or U=K= {E,,} 
(class BD, n = 2). 
(b) If [U, VI-O, then U=O, V=O, or (say) U=K, and V=K, 
(class BD, n=4). 
(c) [U, U] = 0 if and only if U = 0. 
(d) [K, K]’ = 0 if and only if K = 0. 
We recall from section 3 the definition of an exceptional Lie ideal U of K: 
I, = 0, where I, is the ideal of R generated by [U 0 U, U] 2. In the present 
context this definition may be rephrased as follows: 
Remark 4.6. A Lie ideal U of K is exceptional if and only if 
[ZunK, K] ~0. 
ProoJ: Suppose Z= Z,#O, but [Zn K, K] ~0. Then Z= R (since R is 
*-simple), whence [K, K] = 0. By Remark 4.5(c) [K, K] = 0 which forces 
[ Uo U, U] = 0, thus contradicting I# 0. 
We now list the exceptional Lie ideals of K. 
Remark 4.7. A Lie ideal U of K is exceptional precisely when one of the 
following holds: 
(a) U-0 (see Remark 4.5(a)). 
(b) Uz [T, T] (class A, n = 2). 
(c) U=K, or U=K, (class BD, n=4). 
(d) U = [K, K] (class C, n = 2). 
Finally, we have another characterization of exceptional Lie ideals. 
Remark 4.8. A Lie ideal U of K is exceptional if and only if Uo U E Z. 
In this case if U # 0, then U 0 U # 0. 
5. *-PRIME RINGS 
Throughout this section R will denote a * -prime ring, with extended cen- 
troid C, *-extended centroid C, c C, centroid @E C, and *-centroid 
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@* E C,. The skew elements K will be regarded as usual as a Lie algebra 
over its centroid P, clearly @* 5 r; clearly @* c f. We set a = RC, Oc* F, 
where F is the algebraic closure of the field C,, and recall from 
Theorem 2.11 (b) that i? is a *-closed *-prime algebra over F with skew 
elements R= KC, 0 F. The involution * on R is said to be of the first kind 
if C = C, ; otherwise it is of the second kind. 
LEMMA 5.1. The involution * on R is of the .first kind if and only if w is a 
prime ring. 
Proof: Suppose 1? is prime (in which case R is prime and C is a field 
contained in F) but C # C,. We choose 0 # fi to be a skew element of C, 
which means there is an ideal U # 0 of R such that /?UZ R. Now pick 
O#UEU, XERC,, and ~EF. Then we see that (Bu@l-uO/?)(x@A) 
(fiu@ 1 + u @ b) = 0, making use of the fact that 8’ E C,, and this con- 
tradicts the primeness of i?. Conversely, suppose C = C,. If R is prime it is 
well known that RC is a closed prime ring and thence ii = RCOc F a 
prime ring. If R is not prime we have already noted in section 2 that 
C # C,, contrary to our assumption. 
For brevity we say that R is of type 1 if i? is prime and of type 2 if i? is 
not prime. In case i? is of type 2 it is known (Theorem 2.11(a)) that there 
exists a *-ideal of i? of the form TO T*, where T is itself a closed prime 
ring over F. Furthermore, in the special case where i? = TO T*, and T has 
an identity element E, we claim that d # 0. Indeed, the central skew element 
E-E* of ii may be written in the form Ck, @ pZ, 0 #k, E K, 8, E F, with (Bi} 
C,-independent. Commuting this element with x0 1, XE R yields 
Z[x, k,] @pi= 0, where each [x, k,] = 0. In particular [x, k,] = 0 so 
k 1 # 0 E d and the claim is established. 
An illuminating example of what we have discussed is the following one 
due to Kaplansky. Let R be the set of all countably infinite sized matrices 
of the form A + Al, where A is n x n over C, n varying, and 1. E R. An 
involution is given by conjugate transpose. The reader may ascertain that 
R is of type 2, with C = @ and C, = R, but that @ = @* = R. Also R cannot 
be of the form T@ T*, otherwise the remark of the preceding paragraph 
would dictate that @ # @*. 
As an application of Theorem 2.13 and Theorem 2.14 of Section 2, we 
now make the useful observation that R is PI if and only if one of the 
following are PI: R, K, I, In K, where I is any nonzero *-ideal of R. 
Furthermore, as indicated in the previous section, to say that m is PI is 
equivalent to saying that i? is classical, i.e., ii is one of the three types of 
rings discussed in the last section: class A (I= T@ T*, T= M,(F)), 
class BC (ii = M,(F), * transpose), class C (R = M,(F), * symplectic). 
For X a subset of R we say that X- 0 if [X, K] = 0. We will generally be 
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applying this notion to Lie ideals and subideals. It will usually, but not 
always, be the case that X= 0 implies X is central. 
We are now able to begin our study of the Lie structure of *-prime rings. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let R be a *-prime PI ring and let U and V be Lie subideals 
of K. Then: 
(a) Zj’ U=O, then U=O, 8=F1 (classA), or a=E=(E,,1 
(class BD, n = 2). 
(b) If [U, V] ~0, then U=O, V=O, or i? is of class BD with n=4, 
and, say, 8=R,, a=Kz. 
(c) If [U, U] ~0, then U-O. 
(d) If[K, K]‘=O, then K-O. 
ProojI The above equations carry over to 0, v, Z? in E. Since R is PI 
we know that a is classical. The result then follows directly from 
Remark 4.4 and Remark 4.5. 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let R be *-prime and let I be a *-prime ideal of R. Zj 
[ZnK, K] ~0, then either I=0 or K-O. 
ProoJ Suppose I # 0. Since (In K)“’ = 0 we see that In K is PI, 
whence R is PI. Therefore 7= i?, with the result that R= ZFK and so in ii 
we have [K, R] = 0. Applying Remark 4.5(c) we have R= 0, and in par- 
ticular K = 0. 
COROLLARY 5.4. Let R be *-prime and let I be *-ideal of R contained in 
R’[K, K] R’. Then I= 0 if and only if [In K, K] = 0. 
Proof: The result follows from Corollary 5.3 if we note that in each case 
K E 0 implies I= 0. 
In particular we may say now that U (resp. V) is an exceptional Lie ideal 
(resp. subideal) of K if and only if [ZU n K, K] = 0 (resp. [J,,n K, K] = 0). 
Our next observation says that usually x = 0 implies x is central. 
LEMMA 5.5. Let R be *-prime, let If 0 be a *-ideal, and let x E K be 
such that [x, In K] = 0. Then either x E Z or 2 is qf class BD with n = 2. 
Proof From [x, In K] = 0 we obtain immediately [x, In K] = 0. Thus 
by Theorem 3.3 x commutes with the ideal LlnK of the *-prime ring I. If 
L InK # 0 this puts x in the center of R. If L,,, = 0 we have 
[In K, In K]‘=O which makes In K and hence R PI. Thus 7= J? and so 
[Z?, RI2 =0 forcing E=O by Remark 4.5(c). But this says, by 
Remark 4.5(a), that either ~ is commutative or Z? is of class BD with n = 2. 
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In view of Corollary 5.4 we know that if U (resp. V) is not an exceptional 
Lie ideal (resp. subideal) of K, then 0 f [Z, n K, K] c U (resp. 
0 f [Jvn K, K] s V). We are now in a position to handle the exceptional 
cases in the situation when R is *-prime PI. 
THEOREM 5.6. Let R he *-prime PI, and let 0 f U he an exceptional Lie 
ideal of K. Then one of the following holds: 
(a) ii is of class A, with n = 2, and 0 & [M, n K, K] c U; 
(b) K is of class C, with n = 2, and 0 & CM;,, R] c U; 
(c) i? is of class BD, with n = 4, and 8= k, or 8= K2, where K,, k, 
are as described in Sect. 4.) 
ProojI Clearly 0 $ zi is an exceptional Lie ideal of k in iT and so by 
Remark 4.7 we have one of the following: 
(a) fi = T@ T* is of class A, with n = 2, 
(b) a is of class C, with n = 2, 
(c) ii is of class BD, with n = 4, and I?= R, or 8= k,. 
In (a) we have seen already that A # 0, whence 0 f [M,n K, K] c U 
with the aid of Theorem 3.6 and Corollary 5.4. In (b) we know that if S 
denotes the symmetric elements of R, then 3 = Fl, whence S is central in R. 
Consequently U is in fact a Lie ideal of the ring R, in which case 
Theorem 3.8 tells us that 0 f [ML,, R] G U. 
For V a Lie subideal of K we recall that V, denotes the Lie ideal of K 
generated by V. 
THEOREM 5.7. Let R be *-prime PI, and let 0 f V he an exceptional Lie 
subideal of K. Then one of the following holds: 
(a) i? is of class A, with n = 2, and 0 f [N, n K, K] c V; 
(b) R is qf class C, with n = 2, and 0 & [N;, R] c V; 
(c) R is of class BD, with n = 4, and 0 ~6 (V 0 V) V, is a Lie ideal of 
K contained in V. 
Proof: Clearly 0 f v is a Lie subideal of R and, as noted in 
Remark 4.4, v is in fact a Lie ideal of i?. We then proceed as in the proof of 
Theorem 5.6 to arrive at possibilities (a), (b), or (c). In (a), by Theorem 3.7 
and Corollary 5.4, we have 0 & [N, n K, K] c V, and in (b) we see that 
0 & [N’,,, R] G V by Theorem 3.8. In (c) let us suppose that v= R, . We 
form V, = V + [V, K] + [[V, K] + . (the Lie ideal of K generated by V) 
and note that Va V, since VS c U. Furthermore, using KG R= R, @ Ez, 
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we know that V, G RI, whence V, 0 V, s Z. We then invoke Lemma 3.9 
to complete the proof. 
We now approach the heart of this paper, in which GPI theory will be 
used to show that exceptional Lie ideals and Lie subideals of K can only 
occur when our * -prime ring is PI (a situation we have just dealt with). 
First, however, we need 
LEMMA 5.8. Let R be *-prime, I # 0 a *-ideal, and 0 f V a Lie subideal 
of K. Then [V, (In K)“‘] f 0. 
Proof Suppose [V, (In K)“‘] = 0. By the Jacobi identity 
[V, (In K)‘*‘] = 0, whence [V, (In K)‘*‘] = 0. Since V & 0 we see that 
(In K)‘*’ cannot contain a nonzero *-ideal of R. Therefore by 
Theorem 3.4(a) we must conclude that [(Zn K)‘*‘o (Zn K)‘*‘, (In K)‘*‘]* 
= 0, which says that In K, and hence R, is PI. In this case we know that 
I= i? and k= Za, so our original supposition forces [ v, g”‘] = 0, a 
contradiction to Remark 4.5(b). 
THEOREM 5.9. If R is *-prime and 0 & U is an exceptional Lie ideal of 
K, then R is PI (whence the conclusion of Theorem 5.6 holds). 
Proof: We suppose R is not PI. Since 0 & 6 is clearly an exceptional 
Lie ideal of K we may assume without loss of generality that R = i?. 
Assume first R is of type 1 with nonzero socle H. By Lemma 5.8 we know 
that Un H & 0. Choosing 0 #U E Un H we apply Corollary 2.9 to find a 
symmetric idempotent e in H such that u E eRe and m = (eRe : F) > 16. 
Thus U n eRe is a nonzero exceptional Lie ideal of eKe in the classical ring 
eRe, a contradiction to Theorem 5.6. 
Still considering the type 1 case we suppose now that R has zero socle. 
If for all u E U, 1, U, U* are F-dependent it follows that U* = cxu + /?, IX, /? E F, 
whence u* = p. Since U & 0 we may pick a E U with a +! F. For all k, 1 E K 
we have [[a, k]*, l] =0 and so f(x,, x2)= [[a, x,1*, x2] is a nontrivial 
GPI for K over F. But by Theorem 2.12 this forces T to have nonzero socle, 
contrary to our current assumption. Therefore we conclude that there exists 
a E U such that 1, a, a2 are F-independent. Since U is exceptional we see 
from [UoU, U]‘=O that [[a,k,]*, [a,k2]][[a,k3]‘, [a,kJ]=Ofor all 
k, , k,, k,, k, E K. Since 1, a, a2 are F-independent one then sees that 
f(xI,x2,x3,x4)= CC4 x,12, C4x211CC a, x312, [a, x4]] is a nontrivial 
GPI for K over F, again forcing the contradiction that the socle of R be 
nonzero. 
In case R is of type 2 by Theorem 2.11 (a) we have on hand the *-ideal 
I= T@ T*, T closed prime over F. By Lemma 5.8 W= [U, In K] f 0 and 
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W-aZn K. Since the centroid F@ F of Z contains the invertible skew 
element (1, - 1) we know by Theorem 3.6 that [Mn In K, In K] G W, 
where M is the ideal of the ring Z generated by [W, W]. Since 
[ W, W] f 0 in view of Lemma 5.2, we have M # 0, and since W is excep- 
tional we see in particular that [(Mn K)“‘o (Mn K)“‘, (Mn K)“‘]‘=O. 
This says that Mn K is PI whence R is PI, contrary to our assumption. 
Finally, we turn our attention to the Lie subideals of K. 
THEOREM 5.10. Zf R is *-prime and 0 f V is an exceptional Lie s&ideal 
of K, then R is PI (whence the conslusion of Theorem 5.1 holds). 
Proof We suppose R is not PI. Since 0 f V is clearly an exceptional 
Lie subideal of K we may assume without loss of generality that R = i?. We 
write Vu Ua K and note by Theorem 5.9 that Z= I, # 0, with 
[Zn K, K] c U. It follows that [V, (Zn K)“‘] is a Lie subideal of In K 
contained in V and hence still exceptional. Furthermore, in view of 
Lemma 5.8, [V, (Zn K)“‘] & 0. 
Now assume R is of type 1 with nonzero socle H. Since H EZ, with the 
help again of Lemma 5.8 we have 0 f W= [V, (Hn K)“‘] is an excep- 
tional Lie subideal of Hn K. Picking w # 0 E W we use Corollary 2.9 to 
obtain a symmetric idempotent e in H such that w were and 
m = (eRe : F) > 16. Now we have 0 # Wn eRe an exceptional Lie subideal 
of eKe, a contradiction to Theorem 5.7 since m > 16. 
Next assume R is of type 1 with zero socle. Here we set 
W= [V, (Zn K)“‘] and recall 0 & W is an exceptional Lie subideal of 
In K such that [W, (In K)“‘] c W. By Lemma 5.2(c) Y= WC*’ & 0 and Y 
still satisfies [ Y, (In K)” ‘1 g Y. If for all JJ E Y 1, y, y2 are F-dependent 
then $ E F for all JJ E Y. Picking a E Y, a 4 F we see that [[a, k]*, l] = 0, 
k~(ZnK)“‘,l~ZnK,andsof(x,,x,,x,)=[[a,(x,,~,]]~,x,]isanon- 
trivial GPI for In K over F. By Theorem 2.12 this forces Z, and hence R, to 
have nonzero socle, a contradiction. Therefore there exists a E Y such that 
1, a, a2 are F-independent. Since W is exceptional we have 
[w’*‘. w’*‘, w”‘]*=o and so in particular [ Yo Y, Y]’ = 0. Accord- 
ingly f(X1,X2, %r x4, x5, x6, x7%x8) = CC4 Lx,, x211z7 C4 C-G, x4111 
CC4 [x5, x6]]*, [a, [x,, xs]]] is a nontrivial GPI for ZnK over F. As 
previously noted this forces R to have nonzero socle, contrary to our 
assumption. 
Finally, suppose R is of type 2, in which case there exists a nonzero *- 
ideal J= TO T*. Without loss of generality we may assume that Js Z (just 
replace T by In T). By Lemma 5.8 again W= [V, (Jn K)“‘] f 0, and W 
is an exceptional Lie subideal of Jn K. Since the centroid of the ring J con- 
tains the skew element (1, - 1) we may then apply Theorem 3.7 to the ring 
.Z to obtain [Nn Jn K, Jn K] c W, where N = JWC4’J. From Lem- 
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ma 5.2(c) we know W (4) & 0 and so N# 0. Since W is exceptional we see 
that [(NnK)(3)o (NnK) , ( (3) NnK)‘1’]2=0. Thus Nn K, and hence R, is 
PI, contrary to our assumption. 
With the help of Theorem 5.10 we can now remove the assumption of PI 
in Lemma 5.2. 
THEOREM 5.11. Let R he *-prime and let U and V he Lie subideals of K. 
Then 
(a) If U = 0, then either U is central or a is of class BD with n = 2, 
8=K= {E,*}. 
(b) If[U, V]zO, then U=O, V-0, or R is ofclass BD with n=4, 
and, say, 8= K,, 8= K,. 
(c) rf [U, U] ~0, then U=O. 
(d) If[K, K]‘=O, then K-O. 
Proof: (a) is a direct consequence of Lemma 5.5. To prove (d) we see 
by Theorem 2.13 that R is PI and so Lemma 5.2(d) may be invoked. To 
prove (b) or (c) if either U or V is an exceptional subideal & 0, then by 
Theorem 5.10 R is PI and so Lemma 5.2 ((b) or (c)) may be used. If 
neither U nor V is exceptional then by Theorem 3.5 and Corollary 5.3 there 
is a nonzero *-ideal J such that 0 f [Jr\ K, K] is contained in both U and 
V. It follows in either case that Jn K is PI, whence R is PI and Lemma 5.2 
can again be used. 
COROLLARY 5.12. Let R be *-prime and let I?= K/Z,, where Z,= 
{x~ K 1 [x, K] =O}. Then 
(1) R is always a semiprime Lie ring. 
(2) k is a prime Lie ring unless a is of class BD with n = 4. 
6. SEMIPRIME RINGS WITH * 
Throughout this section R will be a semiprime associative ring with 
involution * which admits the operator 1. We let K denote the Lie ring 
KIZ,, where Z,= {XE K 1 [x, K] = O}. The centroid @ of R has an 
involution induced by * and we denote its fixed ring by @*. Clearly @* is 
contained in the centroid r of K, which in turn is mapped naturally in the 
centroid p of K. All Lie ideals and other substructures of K (or g) will be 
assumed to be r-spaces (or f-spaces). Although we are ultimately 
interested in the Lie ideals, etc., of g, we will generally translate our 
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arguments into those involving the Lie ideals, etc., of K, keeping in mind 
that zi= 0 (in R) is equivalent to U- 0 (in K), i.e., [U, K] = 0. One reason 
for doing this is to effect a smoother passage to the *-prime images of R. 
We remind the reader of the well known structure theorem that R is a sub- 
direct product of *-prime rings R, with the involution naturally preserved 
under each homomorphism R + R,. We begin with 
THEOREM 6.1. If R is semiprime with *, then I? is a semiprime Lie ring. 
Proqf: Suppose [ 0, 01 = 0, where Ua K, i.e., [[U, U], K] = 0 in R. In 
each *-prime image R, we then have [[U,, U,], K,] = 0 whence by 
Corollary 5.12( 1) we conclude that [U,, K,] = 0 and consequently 
[U, K] = 0, i.e., 0 = 0. 
We now come to the main result of this paper. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let R be a semiprime associative ring with involution * 
which admits the operator $. Then f?= K/Z, is a strongly semiprime Lie 
algebra over Z,. 
Proof By Theorem 6.1, I? is semiprime. We next establish that given 
0 f Vu Ua K there exists 0 f Wa K such that WG V. By Theorem 3.5 
we may suppose that [Jvn K, K] = 0, whence J,n K- 0 by the 
semiprimeness of k. Therefore [J, n K, K] = 0, whence [Jyl n K,, K,] = 0 
in each * -prime image R, of R. Thus for each N V, is an exceptional sub- 
ideal of K,. If V, & 0 (and this must be the case for at least one ~1) then by 
Theorem 5.10 R, is PI and so E, is classical. Here we know by Remark 4.4 
that 8,= 8,, is an exceptional Lie ideal of K,. In view of Remark 4.8 we 
have O# V,, 0 V,, central in R,. Of course if V, = 0, then it follows from 
Theorem 511(a) that V,, 0 V,, is central in R,. Therefore back in R we 
may conclude that O#V,~V#CZ, whence by Lemma 3.9 
0 & ( Vo V) V, is a Lie ideal of K contained in V. 
To complete the proof we show by induction on n that given 
Kt>(/,rzU,~> ... D U, f- 0 there exists 0 & WaK such that WC U,. 
There is nothing to prove for n - 1. We assume the result true for n 
and show it for n + 1. We set fi,,, , =Un+,+CUn+l, u,-,I + 
Fun+i> un-l 
I> u, ,I+ ..., and note that U,, , c 8,+, G U, and 
“fl~U,,-l. By induction on the chain Kr> U, D ... D U,-~ 1 D G,, , 
there exists 0 & Wa K with WC o,+ , . It is clear that [U,, 1, W] u W 
since C,Unfl, WIG Un+l. If CUntl, W] E 0 then, using the Jacobi iden- 
tity, [U,, ,, W] = 0. But this forces [ W, W] 3 0, a contradiction to R 
being semiprime, and so we have now produced the chain 
0 f CUPI,,, W]u Wa K. By what we have established in the preceding 
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paragraph there exists 0 & Qu K such that Q E [U,, i, IV] c U, + , and 
the proof is complete. 
By applying Remark 1.2 we have the immediate 
COROLLARY 6.3. Given KrzU,r>U,c-... c-U, & 0 there exists 
0 & Wa K such that I@ is essential in 0,. 
By excluding a couple of special situations we are able to choose the Lie 
ideal W in Theorem 6.2 or in Corollary 6.3 to be a standard Lie ideal. 
THEOREM 6.4. Let R be a semiprime ring with * and assume that no *- 
prime image R, is such that 1, is of class A, n = 2 or class BD, n = 4. Zf 
0 f Uq K then there exists a standard Lie ideal W of K such that 
Of wcu. 
Proof: By Theorem 3.4 we may assume that [ZU n K, K] = 0, so that for 
any *-prime image R, in which U, f 0 (and at least one of these must 
occur) we know by Theorem 5.9 that R, is PI. It then follows from 
Theorem 56(b) that 0 & [ML,, K] & U. 
THEOREM 6.5. Let R be semiprime with * and assume that no *-prime 
image R, is such that a, is of class A, n = 2 or class BD, n = 4. If 0 f Ua K 
then there exists a standard Lie ideal W of K such that I$’ is essential in 0. 
ProoJ Pick a standard Lie ideal W = [Zn K, K] maximal with respect 
to the property that W c U. Suppose I@ is not essential in 0, that is, there 
exists 0 & Pa U such that #'n f= 0. By Theorem 6.2 there exists 
0 f Q E P with Qa K and by Theorem 6.4 there then exists a standard Lie 
ideal 0 & X= [Jn K, K] c Q. Now, since it is easy to verify that 
[(Z+J)nK,K]= [ZnK, K]+[JnK, K]= W+X, it follows that W+X 
is a standard Lie ideal of J also contained in U. By the maximality of W, 
we have XG W. Then [$8] G [I?‘, P] = 0, a contradiction, and so we 
must have I? essential in I??. 
THEOREM 6.6. Let R be semiprime with * and assume that no *-prime 
image R, is such that A, is of class A, n = 2 or class BD, n = 4. Zf 
Kr> U, D . ‘. D U, f 0, there exists a standard Lie ideal W of K such that 
@ is essential in 0,. 
ProojI By Corollary 6.3 there exists 0 f Xa K with 8 essential in 0, 
and by Theorem 6.5 there exists a standard Lie ideal Wa K with I@ essen- 
tial in 2 The conclusion then follows by the transitivity of the property of 
being essential. 
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7. THE PRIME RADICAL OF A LIE RING 
Let A be an arbitrary nonassociative ring. As indicated by Amitsur [l] 
one may define the lower nil radical P(A) by translinite induction in the 
usual manner: 
N, = (0). 
For a a limit ordinal, N, = c N,{. 
lJ<x 
For CI = j + 1, N, is the sum of all ideals U of A such that 
U2 G N,]. 
If i is the first ordinal for which N, = Nj.+ 1, then P(A) is defined to be N,. 
It is almost immediate that P(A) is the intersection of the semiprime ideals 
of A, and a short argument [ 1, p. 127, Theorem 1.11 also shows that P(A) 
coincides with the intersection of the prime ideals of A. For this reason 
P(A) is also referred to as the prime radical of A. 
In what follows we will use the notation Z,(U) = {x E K 1 [x, K] s U} 
where U is a Lie subideal of K. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let R be an associative ring with * and let U be an n-sub- 
ideal of K. Then, regarding U as a Lie ring, we have P(U) = Z,( P( R) A U). 
Proof We first show that P(R) n U c P(U), whence Z,(P(R) n U) c 
P(U) since P(U) is itself a semiprime ideal of U. If not, and writing 
P(R) = N,, we let x be the first ordinal for which N, n U @ P(U). Let 
XE N, n U such that x $ P( U). If c1 is a limit ordinal, then 
x E N, n U G P(U) for some p < c(, a contradiction. Hence c( = /I + 1 and so 
x lies in an ideal M of R such that M’ z N,. Now Mn U, a Lie ideal of U, 
is not contained in P(U) since x E M n U. On the other hand we see that 
the rth Lie product M(‘) G N,, whence (Mn U)“’ EN, n Us P(U). Let k 
be the first integer such that (Mn U)@’ G P( U) (necessarily k > l), and set 
V=(MnU) . (k - ‘) Then V @ P(U) but [ V, V] G P( U), a contradiction to 
the fact that P(U) is a semiprime ideal of U. 
Conversely, to show P(U) G Z,( P(R) n U) we form the semiprime ring 
with involution R/P(R). Its skew elements are (K + P(R))/P( R)E 
KJP(R)n K and by Theorem 6.2 K# = K/Z,(P(R)n K) is a strongly 
semiprime ring which has U# = U/Z,(P(R) n K) n U as an n-subideal. If 
U# = 0, then U = Z,( P( R) n K) n U c Z,( P( R) n U) c P(U) c U and we 
are done. If U# # 0, then the Lie ring U” is semiprime (since K# is 
strongly semiprime), that is, Z,(P(R) n K) n U is a semiprime ideal of U. 
But since P(U) is the intersection of all semiprime ideals of U we have 
P(U)GZ,(P(R)~K)~UGZ,,(P(R)~U)GP(U), 
and the proof is complete. 
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Specializing U, we have the following 
COROLLARY 7.2. (a) Zf R is a ring with *, then P(K) = Z,(P( R) n K) 
and PC4 Kl = ZcK,KI(P(R) n CK Kl). 
(b) Zf R is a ring, then P(R ~ ) = Z,(P(R)). 
As a mild application of these results we turn our attention to the 
situation of an associative ring R acted by a finite group G of Lie 
automorphisms of R. (We assume IGl is invertible). The set RG = 
{x E R 1 x” =x for all g E G} is clearly a Lie subring of R and we raise the 
following 
QUESTION. Does P( RG) = Z,,(P( R) n R’)? 
This appears to be a diflicult question since the fundamental theorem of 
Bergman and Tsaacs used in the associative version (i.e., G a group of 
automorphisms of R, RG = 0 implies R nilpotent [4]) does not seem to 
have an obvious analogue when G consists of Lie automorphisms. Indeed, 
for example, if R = M,(C), t = the negative of the transpose map, (T = the 
inner automorphism determined by diag{ 1, E, E*. , snP ‘}, E a primitive nth 
root of 1, G = the group generated by cr and r (dihedral group), then 
RG = 0, whereas R is not solvable as a Lie ring. 
However, when G consists of automorphisms and negatives of 
antiautomorphisms, we proceed to show that the question does have an 
affirmative answer. Furthermore this is not an unreasonable assumption, 
since under fairly general conditions it has been shown [9] that Lie 
automorphisms are nearly of this form. 
THEOREM 7.3. Let R he a ring and let G be a finite group of 
automorphisms and negatives of antiautomorphisms (with IGI invertible). 
Then P( RG) = Z,,(P( R) n R’). 
Proof. Let H be the subgroup of automorphisms in G. By [13], 
Theorem 1.9 (a consequence of the aforementioned Bergman-Isaacs result) 
P(RH) = P(R) n RH. If G = H we of course regard RH as the Lie ring 
(RH)--, so by Corollary 7.2 P((RH)-) = Z,“(P(R)n RH) and we are done. 
If G # H, then (G : H) = 2 and an involution * may be defined on RH via 
x*=xg where gE G\H, x E H. One readily verifies that this is a well- 
defined ‘mapping (i.e., independent of the choice of g) and that the skew 
elements under * are just the set RG. By Corollary 7.2 P(RG) = 
Z,,(P( RH) n RG) = Z&P(R) n RG) and the proof is complete. 
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